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Introduction

4	 Nix,

With the exception of a few special-purpose Earth

satellites, the lifeblood of every manned and unmanned

spacecraft is electrical power.

It is the reliable flow and availability of electrical

power that allows man to extend his personal vccmtures

safely beyond tie atmosphere and keeps unmanned

scientific payloads serving as useful tools for space

exploration and applications,

Electric power is essential to space communications,

guidance, control, tracking, telemetry, life-support

systems, sensors, data handling and storage, and to

assure the proper functioning of countless experimental

and housekeeping systems and subsystems aboard

operating spacecraft.

sources of energy and to see how best they can be

converted to reliable spacecraft power.

The research and tcchnoi^gy of power-gencrating

systems illustrates a seldom recognized goal of NASA

—to assure this Nation a freedom of choice; the

choice, in this case, being that of going where we wish

to go in the atmosphere or in space. Technical

capability is the key to such freedom.

Oran W, Nicks (act ing)

Associate Administrator for Advanced Research

and Technology

It remains the task of the National Aeronautics and

Space Administration, since NASA's founding in 1958,

to fully investigate the chemical, nuclear and solar
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Spacecraft
Power
Who
Needs
Power?

Requirements and Profiles
Modern civilization exists because abundant power
nourishes it—especially electrical power. Take away
electrical power and the wheels stop,, as they did
during the Great Northeast Blackout of 1965,

Power is even more critical on a spacecraft. Without
electricity, a spacecraft becomes "dark," which in the
language of tracking engineers means that the
spacecraft has lost its radio beacon and telemetry
transmitter. Without electricity, spacecraft tell us
nothing about outer space, or themselves. Spacecraft
are electrical machines just as surely as a TV set.
A few watts of electrical power will bring pictures
of the Martian surface and measurements from the
Van Allen belts; a kilowatt will sustain an astronaut.

The quantity of power needed by a spacecraft depends
upon the job to be done. The more power required,
'the bigger and heavier the space power plant. Because
weight and space are always coveted by spacecraft
engineers for other equipment, the actual power level
on any specific spacecraft is a matter of negotiation
and compromise. In the spacecraft design process,
everyone has to agree upon a weight and space
budget as well as a power budget: so much of each
commodity for experiments, so much for communica-
tions, so much for attitude control, and so on.

The first satellites orbited in late 1957 and 1958
needed no more than a watt or two to radio their
sensor readings back to Earth. Today's satellites and
probes need more power because they make many
more measurements, because they are often much
farther away from Earth, because they are bigger and
more complex, and because some must sustain
astronauts. Despite their higher metabolic rates,

modern satellites and space probes usually consume
less than 100 electrical watts of power, In fact, over
90% of the 700-plwi spacecraft launched since '1957
have operated successfully on less power than that
consumed by an ordinary household light bulb,

The less than 10%® of the spacecraft requiring more
than 100 watts fall into two classes:

1. The observatory-class satellites, such as the Orbiting
Geophysical Observatory and the Nimbus weather
satellite, which are large and relatively sophisticated
spacecraft. These spacecraft generally draw between
100 and 500 watts—a still modest requirement in
terrestrial terms.

2. The manned spacecraft, such as those in the
Gemini and Apollo programs, which must support
men. From one to four kilowatts suffice for these
spacecraft.

NASA has studied more ambitious missions to the
outer planets that would consume tens and even
hundreds of kilowatts—mostly for electrical propulsion.
In general, however, spacecraft are misers with
electrical power when compared with the average
American household.

Spacecraft do not draw power at a steady rate like
a light bulb or radio. Refrigerators and washing
machines are better examples because they operate
in cycles or sequences of events, each event demand-
ing a different quantity of power. The same is true
on spacecraft. A typical cycle for a scientific satellite
is illustrated by its record-and-readout operation.

1 Mariner Vl, an instrumented spacecraft designed to
pass within 2000 miles of the surface of Mars to investigate
the planet's physical characteristics and the possibility of
extraterrestrial life. 	
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Most of the time a scientific satellite's telemetry
transmitter is silent while, its instrument ,,; fall up the
spacecraft's tape recorder with data, As the satellite
passes over a ground station, it rect,ives a command
to readout its tape recorder. The telemetry trans-
mitter switches oil and delivers a burst of tape recorder
data lasting several minutes, More electrical energy
is drawn during readout than during the recording
mode. The scientifi- satellite power, proiile (power
plotted versus time) thus shows peaks and valleys.
Other, spacecraft functions add to the complexity of
the power profile, The power plant designer has to
find extra power somewhere for these spurts of
activity.

How to Choose the Best Power Plant.
Once a spacecraft designer, knows approximately how
much power he wants and how much weight and
space he will be allowed for the power plant, he can
begin to look at other factors that influence power
plant performance, One of the most influential is
power plant lifetime, Obviously, he wants the power
plant to provide power reliably during the planned
life of the spaceUuf±—usually six .months to a year
for unmanned craft, However, the best engineer in
the world cannot guarantee that a specific power plant
will survive for, say, a year in space—or even for
a single day, for that matter.. What he can state with
some assurance is that a given power plant will have
a probability of, say, 95% of lasting a year in space.
The 95% figure is called the reliability of the power
plant.

An engineer could build a power plant that would
last ten years with a 99%. probability; but it would
be a monster and would cost a great deal. The
three factors of cost, weight, and reliability (lifetime)
are mutually dependent.; changing one chanties the
others.

NASA has sponsored considerable research aimed at
reducing power plant weight and increasing reliability,
Better power plant equipment is always reaching the
market. For example, one could hand pick the best
solar cells coming oil' a production line and fabricate
a solar cell power supply that would be significantly
lighter than one made from run-of-the-mill cells,
The best products cost more money, though, just
as they do at the grocery store. The construction
of a light weight, low cost, reliable space power plant
is a conrinuat challenge to the engineer.

2 Typical power profile for a scientific satellite, showing the
periodic requirements for high bursts of Power.
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Anatomy of

a Space
Power Plant

3 Block diogram of a ^paeo power p lant, showing typical

components. L, nergy source uerierales P watts; energy

converter has at) efficiency of e.

'Yhe Vital Parts

Wily not put a few dry cells on, 11 satellite and send it

off'? Unfortunately, satellites are not as simple as

Christmas toys, Although spacecraft usually consume

only a few watts, they must operate for many months

—far longer than dry cells could sustain them.

Batteries suffice for a few short-lived satellites and

sounding rockets; but better sources of energy are

needed for most space missions. This observation

introduces the heart of the space power plant: the

energy source, which is the first of four important

sections of. the typical space power plant.

In the early days of space technology, engineers looked

at all energy Sources from clock springs to nuclear,

reactors. In the decade that has passed, only three

energy k ources have proven good enough for actual

use on spacecraft-,

1. Chemical energy sources: both batteries and fuel

cells are important in spacecraft power generation.

In these energy sources, part of the chemical energy

in fuels, and oxidizers is converted into electricity

through chemical reactions, such as combustion.

2. Solar energy sources , solar cells are the basis for

most space power plants, Here, the energy in the

Sun's r!-,otons is converted directly into electricity,

In principle, sunlight could be converted into heat

first and then into electricity, but high performance

space power plants using solar heat have not been

built yet for operational use.

3. NurIcar energy sources: the energy created by the

disintegration (decay) of radioisotopes or the fission

of uranium can be converted into heat and then to

electricity. Nuclear space power plants have seen only

limited use in space to date.

Electricity is generated directly in batteries, fuel cells,

and solar cells without the intervention of the

turbines and generators familiar in terrestrial electrical

power plants. However, if heat is the basic product

of the energy source, as in radioisotope energy

sources, the heat must be converted into electricity via

thermoelectric elements, a turbogenerator, or some

other thermal energy conversion section. This second

part of the space power plant is called the power

conversion section. U. is present primarily in the

nuclear space power plants.

Heat From Dnsyft
Padlolso"

Heat From Nuclear
Reactor

Chemical Energy

.L P (Wattb)

solar Coll	 of,	 VOMOO A"Olatoi a
Elements (Watts) DC.Ac Converters

Ft;rmionic Cortverter	
CC-AC Inverte re

Battery	
viattery etwoo Comm

'Fusleell
Turbopeall,

I 
rator	 Fusee Etc.

MHID Duct,

(1-e) P (Watts)

Load

Fho On Raft c
r.

Saielifte , Skin, Mar*
Co,ncluctlon An&Or
ftoilatto Heat Transfer
Paths Aro Pr*000 -,

Waste Heat Radiated To
Space Environn ient

Whenever one form of energy is converted into

another, some energy is inevitably wasted. This

waste energy usually appears in the form of heat. If

the waste heat is not rejected from the power plant,

temperatures will quickly rise to catastrophic levels,

just as they do in an automobile engine that has lost

its water coolant. The third critical part of any

space power plant is thus a heat rejection section.

The fourth and final cornerstone of the power plant

foundation gets little publicity because it is taken

for granted, I'his is the power con&tioning section.

Power conditioning means tailoring the power to

meet the needs of the consumer. We require steady,

reliable power in our homes; the spacecraft is no

different. The power conditioning section must create

and maintain a steady voltage on the spacecraft bus

bars if all parts of the spacecraft are to work well.

Frequently, power conditioning involves changing
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low voltage direct current OX) to high voltage 0C,
say, ')8 volts, to -rather common bus bar voltage On

NASA spacecraft. I'lic saine sort of problem is
faced in terrestrial electrical engineering as millions
of transformers oil utility poles bear witness.

Interfaces

A space power plant, has Interfaces with all the other
spacecraft subsystems; that is, it can affect them and
vice versa. A sort of (;olden Rule on spacecraft
states that one component should not infringe upon
the rights of another. Radiation from a nuclear
power plant should not, by Way of illustration, Cause
Geiger counters to start discharging in an experiment
designed to measure 

Van Allen belt radiation., Nor
should waste heat from a power plant be allowed to
damage adjacent temperature-sensitive equipment,
oil the positive side, a power plant call sometimes
lend a helping hand across spacecraft interfaces. if the
power plant produces considerable waste heat, it call
be used to warm cold-sensitive equipment elsewhere
oil the spacecraft, Spacecraft beating is particularly
desirable on missions striking far, out into the solar
system away from the Sun's warmth or on instrument
packages left by astronauts on th(,, cold, dark side
of the Moon,

Some other interfaces are important in power plant
design. 'I ' Ile large wing-like solar-cell panels so
typical of modern spacecraft must not interfore, with
the fie l ds of view of scientij"Ie instruments, such as
spectroscopes analyzing the Sun's radiation. More
obscure is the magnetic interface, Coils of wire in
the power plant generate magnetic fields when
electricity flows through them. Many scientific space-
craft carry extremely sensitive magnetometers in
their payloads to measure the very weak magnetic
fields in outer space, The interference is so severe that
the magnetometer is often located on the end of a
special boom far away from the power plant.

Batteries

flijil► g tip the gas tank, and there are no gasoline stations
in outer space; all fuel li ,,	 ais to be onbo:► rd at the launch
pad, Nevertheless, tile chemical battery has found
numerous applications in space poNver plants.

ODIC )ILIMINd fifty years ago, the battery was the only
continuous source of electricity. A battery is also an
energy reservoir; that is, some batteries can store
energy, release it on demand, store energy again, and
release it again. When a battery is utilized as a
continuous source of cii(,, rgy and is not rechargeable, it
is called a primary battery, When it is used as an
energy reservoir and is rechargeable, it is termed a
secondary battery. A few spacecraft and many sound-
ing rockets have employed primary batteries. Most
satellites, however, and all space probes require an
energy reservoir to licip meet their uneven power
profile demands and to store energy for use when the
sp ► cceraft cannot extract power from sunlight,
Secondar- batteries are integral parts of most solar-
cell power plants becaL! L! e they can store tip the extra
power generated by the solar cells while they are in
sunlight and then release it when the spacecraft
swings into the Earth's shadow, Together the solar
cell and battery can generate whatever electrical
power is required by the power profile for a long
period of time--something neithe.- could do separately,

A battery consists of two elect.-Odes of dissimilar
materials separated by an electrolyte, When an
electrical load is connected across the terminals, ions
migrate through the electrolyte, carrying negative
charges in one direction and positive charges in the
other. Some typical battery chemical reactions are
presented in the table below,

When, NASA first began using batteries in its space-
craft, it found that the usual commercial products were
inadequate. They gave off, too much gas during
operation; they leaked excessively tinder zero-g
conditions; they could not survive very many charge-
discharge cycles. NASA had to invest a great deal
of research and development effort before it had
lightweight batteries that functioned well in space,

Batteries depend upon chemical fuels for energy,
There is no need to unfold solar-cell paddles or point
the spacecraft toward the Sun. Chemicals keep on
releasing their, energy whether the spacecraft is in
sunlight or in the Moon's shadow. They keep on
releasing energy as long as they last; and herein lies the
rub. Chemicals for all their good points are not
concentrated sources of energy, You have to keep
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Characteristics of Spacectat Batteries

Hattery Type Chernic.l	 ^eadiori •

Practical

Storage

Capac ity
(watt-hr. lb ) Remark%

Nickr • I cadmium 2NiOOH - Cd - 2H.,0-+ lQ 2`.) High cycling life,
(NiCd) 2Ni(OH),+Cd(OHSl negllglLle	 gassing,

can be overcharged

`Olver cadmium Ay, ,0 1 Cd+ H .O • 20- 30 Durable,	 nonmaF,nr'tiC,
(AgCd) 2AK , Cd(OH)., lower cycle	 life

also

AgO 4 Cd # H:O-+
Ag+Cd(OH)a

Mercuric oxide- Hg0 + HX i Zn-+ 30-50t Good for high tem-
zlnc (H';01n) Hg +Zn(OH)1 perature	 operation.

Always used as a

primary	 battery.

Silver-zinc AR,0 } Zn - 4 H_O-+ 30-4C High capacity,
(AgZn) 2A9 # Zn(OH). 80-loot reli-ible,	 high

also discharme rate, but
Ag0 + Zn+H :O--* temperature-
Ag+Zn(OH) 1 s: nsitive; gas

evolved on standinR
or charging

These reactions are rather idealized, cell chemistry is nct nearly so clear cut.
1 when used at, primary Galleries.

t

Fxplorer I, th, first U.S. satellite, carried mercury
hatteries for its po\%cr source. Because of I xplorer

I's % , cry niodc^t power requirements, the batteries
were ahle to keep the ~mall transmitter functioning
for almo ,,t four months before they went cleat!. If
Explorer I were dc ,,igned today, a solar cell-hattcry
comhination would probably be uticd; in 1958 the
tri- • d -aid-true hatterN tias considered it hotter risk
than the nc%%'i\ dc% , c!oped solar cells. ( I Ii.torically
,,peaking, sounding rockets had b een using hattcries
for years before Explorer 1.) As long as a space

4 A typical silver-zinc b.,ttery Nmployed in space power
plants. Sp,ce batteries must be carefully sealed for operation
in a vacuum and under zero g conditions.
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6 The Gemini fuel cell. Hydrogen and oxygen gases were
"burned" in this fuel cell to produ, • e electricity. The
combustion product was water.

\\ he'1 one 1114Th, at 1 1 1 aCtlCal luCl Cell,. IWIW 11nd" a

lot of \akc, and phinthin:• kirahe,l immild the llmkcr

hl:,nt.	 In this Se ll"'. Irlel CC!I, are tnorc Contl)lC\
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rcgulated before (I1C\ Cater III, -' fuel Cell. 13et\^eerl the

Via, tmik” :::,I the Illrl Cell are \al p e,, gatig"", nl.leis.
aild. of cour,C. I)il)C,.	 I'lrel ck• II, al-o generate
oxithtion rom;m,timi product,. Mlir11 nlu,t h; dr;Mll
all :Ind ,tared. litmever. s he water tmml; Il\dIOgCll-
OXx g'etl Cell, i, it .alu:Ihle contrllodit\ MI nlanne(I
n1i„iun,:

Oil
	 nli-,ion, it i, U,eCd fur diinl,I1tL

.;nil fool! prepatatio'l 	 hid cells are ► lot as slinplC
a, hats: i ic,, but the weight they save overcomes
thi, objection.

Solar
Cells

'['Ile SUP" pm cr Ilux at the U.arth • , orbit i• it

13 0 ^k, k I)C; ,yuarC toot. \kitll Ihk I)o•.,CI

^^h^ du ,Ir1cCCr:IIt lta^r to ,I^rCa^1 I•IrVC, ,ol;u Cell
CO\CICd .y in(., t(I Ca;)h1I'C Cnoul`h utnlwIlt to YCnClate

a fck^ ten	 ,ttt,:' I 'it I o1 the an	 (, !ie, in the
I()%%- lower r,inver,ion elliciency of solar cell,. \\hich
i, oil!), :Ihout 10% in averaLc cell,. A" a coII,eyuenCC.
90% oI the powcr III 	 ht i, not USCd: Milt
solar-cell ::rcas must he at least t,'n tint", tho,C
Cxpertcd on the ha,i, oI honer flux alone.

: IWIllo. • r, problem	 i t 11 solar enemy i:, its dir rtionalit\ .
in Other ^\ords. objeCt, cast ,hadowS. One ,hadm%
rater IN the Firth it,Clf. Satellites ma y ,pcnd up to
half their tirne in tltk F:arth'N ,ha(IO%. Cone. Thcreforc,
th:y mu,t carry extra solar cell, Much eeneratc
,urplu, power and ,tore it III

	 for use Burin:
the Ions: '•fta((M pCriod". Shallow, cause I)ruhlCnn on
the Moon, too. Fven \khcn ,pacccratt are in full
unlis!ht. ,ome solar cell, may not he pointin g dircctl\

7



a	 11. t the Stin^a situation that again lowers ef ficiency.

Further, if the spacecraft is spinning, as many do for

purpose of stabilization, the solar Cells swing in and

Out Of the sunlight NMI will not be effective all the

doie. Planetary probes have to cope with the attenua-

tion of sunlight with distance. For example, a

solar-cell power plant generating .100 watts as it leaves

the vicinity of the Elarth will produce only 45 watts

when it arrives ,it Mars.

Despite these, difficulties, solar cells are chosen for

almost every satellite and space probe. It is often

said that sola:° power plants are dominant on space-

craft bec',ILISC sunlight is free—no need to carry energy

sources along. Solar power isn't really free because

engineers have to work hard to convert Sunlight into

electricity efficiently. Because of this development

work—much of it NASA-sponsored—solar-cell power

plants are cheaper, more reliable, and lighter in

weight than chemical and nuclear power plants in

most space applications.

Let us look at solar cells in more detail. They are

little thin wafers of silicon, black and shiny in

appearance, and 1, x 2 or 2 x 2 ern in size (the two

standard sizes). Solar, cells are sometimes called

solar, batteries because when sunlight (or almost any

kind of light) shines on the silicon surfaces, voltages

are developed between the tops and bottoms of the

wafers. When a load is connected, electrical power

will flow into it as long as the sunlight persists.

Most solar cells are made from silicon, an element

much like carbon 
in 

its chemical affinities (there are

four electrons in the outer shell 
of 

each atom). But

pure silicon is not used in making solar cells. A few

atoms of boron are distributed throughout the

crystal structure. The boron atoms act as electron

acceptors; they have only three electrons in their

outer shells rather than four like the silicon atoms.

The boron atoms try to take on extra electrons so

that they will have four iii their outer shells like the

surrounding silicon atoms. The spots where free

electrons will be accepted are called holes or vacancies.

To complete the construction of a solar cell, one side

of the silicon wafer is treat- 1 with phosphorus Lo a

depth of a micron or two." Phosphorus in contrast

* A micron Is a millionth of a meter. Other semiconductor materials,

such as germanium, are also used to make solar cells.

to boron is an electron donor, having live rather than

four outer electrons. Boron and phosphorus are

called p-type and ii-type materials (for positive and

negative), respectively, Together, the two types

of silicon make a sandwich. The; thin region dividing

the two silicon layers containing the different kinds

of inipurides is called a p-n junction.

The p-n junction is where the action is. The excess

electrons on the phosphorus side and the holes on

the boron side set tip an electrostatic field between

them. In fact, the holes act just like positive electric

charges. If carriers of electric Current--free electrons

and mobile holes—are created in the vicinity of the

junction, they will flow Linder the influence of the

electrostatic field that has been created by the boron and

phosphorus impurity atoms. The absorption of a

sr>lar, photon in the vicinity of the junction usually

ci ,cates an electron-hole pair when the photon knocks

one of the outer electrons off an atom in the crystal

lattice. These pairs attract each other and would

quickly recombine if the established electrostatic field

did not whisk the electrons away to an external

load. Eventually, electrons are returned f: m, the

load where they have done useful work as part of the

solar-cell electric current; then they recombine with

the holes.

The typical solar cell has 
an 

area of about a half

square inch and converts roughly 10% of the Sun's

energy into electricity. Each cell, therefore, generates

only a few hundredths of a watt, A space power

plant of any consequence employs thousands of the

little rectangles. By connecting a string of several

dozen together in series, a bus bar voltage of 28

volts can be attained. More strings are connected in

parallel to provide the desired current.

Solar cells present a challenge to both the spacecraft

designer and the power ,)Iant engineer, who must

jointly find many square feet of area for the cells.

Two methods of mounting solar cells are popular:

shingle-mounting and flat-mounting. Shingling is a

most accurate description; the cell edges are lapped

and the shingled strips attached to a substrat
e
 or

foundation with an adhesive. Because the Substrate

does not provide enough mechanical support, the

strips of cells ° ,ire next attached to a lightweight SUPP011

of plastic or metal. Flat-mounted cells do not overlap

and, if a defective cell is discovered, it can be replaced

easily. Adjacent flat-mounted cells are usually

connected in parallel by metal bus bars running alorig

8
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7 Shingled solar cells bonded to an aluminum honeycomb
support.

two opposite edge. Do/ens, sonletime ,, hundreds,

of cell, are shingle-mounted err Ifat-mounted into

suhassemhlie called modules.

For attaching solar-cell ntrululcs to the spacecraft
proper, three approaches arc in vogue today: hody-
nlounting, paddle-mounting, and panel-mounting.

Bod y -mounted cell •, arc cemented either directl y to the

spacecraft s kin or to liiht metallic sheets that arc

then attached to the ,pacccratt. Bod y -mounting is

fa^orcd for small, spin-stahilizcd satellite. Patches of
solar c , :lls arc bod%-mounted symmetrically on sp, -
craft facets around the spin axis so that the overall
p(mcr level skill remain relatively constant as the
satellite spins. Because sonic hods-mounted cells ^^ ill
always be in the shadow of the spacecraft at any
given instant, the o ycrall efficiency of it holy-nu ► anted
solar-cell posticr plant may be only 1-2',; , even

though individual cells can attain 10%.

Mcdium-sired spacecraft, such a, NASA's Inter-
planctary Monitoring Platform ( IMP) series, cannot
offer enough body area to meet the spacecraft's power
demands. Conscdrlcntly, NASA engineers have
resorted to the Tani liar wing-like solar-cell padd!cs.
Solar -ccll pa.Jdlcs arc lightweight structure \%ith cells
bonded to hoth faces. During launch, the paddle
arc folded up within the launch vehicle shroud. Once
in space, the shroud is blown off by a small charge of
explosive and the paddles arc deployed--often by
the centrifugal force created by the spacecraft's spin
and locked into position. The sole function of the

8 Explorer XXXII, an Atmosphere Explorer, showing bcdy-
mounted solar cells.

9
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10 The scientific satellite Explorer XV111, showing typical
solar cell paddles in deployed position. Body of satellite is 28
inches in diameter. The ball on the end of the boom contains
a magnetorneter.

Solar Cells & Covers

-4n

)5 - cm Expanded Silver
;h Conductor

n Epoxy Impregnated
Insulator

MIUMITIU "Ulluyuomu
0 64- r.m Cells 0 0018 -CM; Wall

0.32 cm

9 Details of construction for the IMP sclar paddles.

paddles is to add to the surface area of the spacc-

crift With tMddles, 100, a I;j rge fraction of the solar

COIN will .till he in the shade, • irld the overall
efficiency of the po\+cr plant ^y ill he mfly 1-2 f/c .

The most cf icicnt kind of solar-cell array developed

by NASA i, the oriented solar panel, which is used
on large spacecraft, such as the Orbiting (icoph\sic;tl

Ohscr\ato p MW)), and ,()rile sp;-cc probes. "hIlk:
panels are kep' pointed at the Sun b\ motors that
receive pointing information from ,pccial Sun senor,.
Oriented solar-cell panels can .ittain overall conycrsion
efficiencies of 6-8%.

A practical problem with solar cells is their ,usccpti-
hility to space radiation damage in the Van Allen belts.
The operation of several early satellites, viz.,

Tel,tar I, tias severel y compromised b y the intcr.,c

electron and proton radiation within the Van Allen
belts. To protect solar cells from radiation, very thin
Mass cover, are usually bonded to the top faces of

the cells. The gla,s cuts efficiency a little and increases
weight, but solar-cell performance i, not impaired
as much as it would he by the unattcnuated space
r:;diation. Solar cell, have been found more resistant
to space radiation if the thin side of the s:mdwich
facing the Sun is made from n-t y pe material rather
than p-type. Recent NASA spacecraft thus carry
n-p cells rather than p-n cells.

10
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1 1 The 060 ),jr l>xnel •, ,Mown in their folded position

1+

Solar-cell Dower plants are tailor-made for each
spacecraft-. there Is no 1 \ pic al nlod.'I	 The ( >( iO-

oricnted solar panels \\ ill he descrthcd ill 	 detail

to illustrate the cngincerin+ , hchind one particular
space power plant. The 060 power rcquiremcnt \vas

sonic 5011 watts. cow iderahly more than that of most

,pacccraft. OGO solar cells were the standard

I x 2cm variet y . with O. 15-cm class covers. The

cells \\ere aaemhlcd ill 	 of 1 12 (7 x 10) cell,

and hondcd to her\ liirinl plates. Onc hundred forty,

modules \\erc attached to cash of t\\o Panels. TIIC

lotal miniher of cells employ ed \\as o\cr 31.(!(1(1.

1lodrllcs \\ ere interconnected to pro\ ids ;I bus har

voltage of 28 volts.

R;Itterics have almost inc y itahl y accompanied solar

Its into space. Secondary hattcrics a.t as clergy
accumulators that help the power plant meet the

peaks and valle y,; in the desired power profile. Wlicn
the spacecraft moves into the shadow of Earth, Moor.
or planet, the batteries hecomc the sole source of
cleat ical power. On O(;O. t\ \o silver-cadmium batteries

were installe d. r-. ach contained 24 cells and \vcighed

about 2 .3 pounds. When the solar cells (hut not the
Power-conditi(ning equipment ) were included, the
O(;O power plant wei ghed approximately 174 Pounds.

This figure corresponds to about 3 \watts per pound

;It the heginninV of 1 a4-111te life. Near the erd (11'
( X 1( Ys plamled life. th ..' sol;lr cells had hecn dcgradcd
h\ space radla Wii arld the ,ibra lon of inicronicteorolds

to the point \\here the po\\er 11;1111 Produced o.tly

about 2 \\ acts Per pound

RTG9

An RIG i, a radioisotope thcrnuOcicctric generator;
OIL' need for the s hOlIC1 . Hanle is oh\ ious. Radio-

isotopcs find ;.1pIicatWII in outer ,Pace because. on a

\%ci .vht ha ,, k,	 fuel rl• Icases roughl y IIIIII)
times more mere\ than the hest chemical fields. and

this energy Pruducti011 dots n"t depend ulon the Sun.

Radioisotopes gcncrrtc heat \OVII unstahle nuclei
disintegrate or decay into more stable nuclei.
I'lutonmin 2313— the most oftcn-used nuclear fuel
in space— decays into uranium-233 by emitting an
alpha Particle ( a douhl\ ioniicd helium ate m ) .

I he kinetic cnergics of the alpha 1;Irticle and recoiling

nucleus are quickly con\ertcd Into thermal energy.
Radrorsotopcs, therefore, are basicall y heat sources.

Although r;ldioisotopcs are ver y concentrated sources

of thermal energy, they have the unsettling and
uncontrollable property of disappearing cxponenti;lll\

\%ith little . )E=ach species of radioisotope has a half

life, which is that length of time in which halt the

nuclei in an y gi y cn sanlPlc \\ ill deca y and y ield tit,

their Potential erlc ► gies.	 For example, ;I 	 of

plutonium-238 will he halt lone in 89 years (the

halt life of plutonium-2381 and three-quarters gone ill
178 years. With an 89-^c.lr half life, this decrease
ill 	 po\ver level is a minor prohICIII on space
mission, lasting Ica than II) `cars, \\hick means
almost all space missions. Rut with a radioisotope

Illel such as cerium- l -3-3, \\ hich has a half life of
onl y „M da y s, the loss of thermal po\vcr durin o I

space mission call 	 serious.

The half-life i rohlcm. ho\vevcr, is not as limiting as
the high cost and scarcit y of good radioisotope fuel.
The s c factors have restricted the use of radioisotopes
Ill space power plants to a handful of missions.
'fhc U.S. Navy has po\\crcd several of its Transit
na\ igation satellites with RT(;s van ing *III 	 level
from 2 to 25 \\acts. NASA has also Installed an
RTC; called SNAP-l o) * on one of its Nimbus

* SNAP - Systems f-)r Nuclear Auxiliary Power, a joint NASA AEC
Program.
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!at Flow

Thermal
Insulation

weather ,atc1lltcs. Speaking gcncrall^, RTGs are

eo1111)ct111\e with molar-cell I'► +wer plant, ()it it weight

ha,is, but the\ , arc more coal\ duc to their expensive

fuel. 1-()r this reason, R'Ris find application
whcrc\cr, for ,ome rca,t ► n, solar cell, cannot do the
job well. 1'()tcntial R IY i applications include ,atcllitcs
that Whist operate in file Van Allen belt,, lunar

pn+bc, that must generate p++wcr during the long
lunar night, probes to Jupiter and other planets tar
front the Sun, and prohc, that go su close ;o the

Sun that solar cell, would become o^erheated and
cease to operatc ctlicicntly.

In the center of the typical RTG, there is a thick
c%lindrical fuel capmle. w hich ,ewes as the heat
source. Surrounding the fuel capsule arc thermoelectric

energ y converter, that change ,ome of the heat Ilowing
outward from the fucl capsule into cicctricit y . The
heat that escapes conversion into electricity (usually
sonic 95"/r of the radioisotope-generated heat ) next
lbws out to the shell of the RTG. where it is radiated

awa y . To undersumd the RTG better, we treed
cxplanations of the thermoelectric effect and the
process of thermal radiation.

The thermoelectric clement is a close relative of the
thermocouple, the first device used b y man to convert
heat into electricity directly without moving parts.

12 Idealized RTG, showing heat flowing from fuel capsule
through thermoelectric converters to the outer shell, where
waste heat is radiated away.

It one takes two di„imilar metal wire, joins them,
and heat, the junction,+r.r can mca.urc a voltage
across the cool ends of the wire,. This is the ther ►ru ► -

rlrc tric- rllect. In the thermocouple, the rttagnitudc of
the voltage measured is a measure of the temperature

ditlercntial .	 'I he key to the practical produc-
tion of electrical power from the thermoelectric
effect is the substitution of seniconductor material,
for the m-al wires oI the thermocouple. For one
wire, it p- type semiconductor is used, for the other,

an n-type semiconductor, just as in he solar cell,
which converts solar radiation instead of heat directly
into electricity.

II the semiconductor materials, say, lead telluride,
are fashioned into squat c\ lindcrs and joined thermall\
and clectricall\ to a metal p:atc, a ntiruaturc thcrttlo-
electric generator i, created. It the plate—called the
1144 jli ► i<'60 ► 11---is heated, the electrons arid holes in
the semiconductors will both be driven toward the
cold ends of the cylinders. Art electrical load can he
connected across the cold cnd, and electrical power
will he delivered to it as electrons flow through it
to combine with the holes in the p-type "Icg” of the
thermoelectric couple.

Tc

Waste Heat Out

Electrons

Load

	

p Seml-Conductor O©	 Cold	 —
O	 Junction	 ,, Serni-Conductor

	

p O	 Up0
Holes	 Electrons I

of Junction

I
Th Heat In

13 When the hot junction of a thermoelectric couple is
heated, electrons and holes are driven towiird the cold ends of
the semiconductor cylinders. Electrons flow through the load
and neutralize the positive holes.

In the RTG, the unconverted heat or wa.%Ie heat must
he disposed of or the power plant will soon melt.
The only practical way to get rid of waste heat in
outer space is to radiate it away to cold space. The
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14 Closeup of two SNAFU 19's mounted on the Nimbus
weather satellite Note the large fins needed to radiate away
w.,ste heat. SNAP 1 ,11 generated about 25 watts of electric
power Arid weighed about 30 pounds.

r

i

15 Artist's concept of the SNAP 27 radioisotope power plant
Iii utie with an Apollo experiment on the Moon's surface.
Ao RTG could operate successfully during the lunar night,
powering the helical telemetery antenna lust in b,rck of it.
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Stefan-Boltimann law, %%hiC IP descrihes thermal

radiation	 %%hether it be bunt	 hot flatiron )r an

RT(I -•fate, 1111at the rate :it %%hiAi heat %sill he
radiated is pnrnortional to the d illerc:IeC het%%eell the

fourth po%%ers of the ahsolutc t e mperatures of the
radiating surface and the ohlcet ahsor'oing the radiation.
In the WHO case. the hot temperature is t`:;;r of the
WIG ca,ing or radiator fins, %%bile the low temperature
is that of space itself. The rate at %which heat is
radiated from the RTG is also proportional to the
area of the radiating tiurface and its cmissi%ity; that is,
the surface's ahriit: to emit thermal radiation.

What is the "temperature of space" referred to in the
Stefan-Voltrmann la%%'' If the RTG is locatec r. far
out in interstellar space, the temperature of space
would he onl y a few degrees ahovc ahsolutc icro
hecause onl y the weak heat fluxes from the distant
stars would impinge upon it. But if the RTG is
exposed to the hot Sun and warm Earth, as it is in
satellite orhit, the temperature of space is close to
room temperature. Fortunately, the temperature of
the RTG surface needs to he only a few tens of
degrees above tho temperature of space to radiate
%%ante heat readily, hecauu the difference between the
fourth powers of two numbers inc.cases much more
rapidly than the difference of fi ► st powers.

If an RTG generates more than about 5 electrical
watts, there will he enough waste heat to require the
addition of radiator fins to the outer surface of the

,tructurc. Because RTGs are generally low-powered
devices, the rejection of waste heat is not nearl y the
prohlent that it is with the large nuclear space pow'.-r
plants employing nuclear reactors w, Ilea! sources.

RTGs are siniple, %%ith no moving parts; they generate

their clectri ,-al po%kcr in any en v ironment, since the

rate of radioactive deca y is not alfected by heat,
sunlight, Van Allen helt radiation, or arl y other

environmental factor. 	 these ad%antage, have led
NASA and the AVC to develop t%%o RTGs. SNAP-19

and SNAI I-27, for space u,c. Two SNAP-19 units

were launched oil 	 B in Mav NOS. but the
satellite failed to attain orhit. Each of the SNAP-19
units was fueled %%ith plutonium-238, %%eighed 30
pound•, and would have provided 25 watt, in space
to augment the solar-cell power ,apply of Nimbus
B. Each RTG was 1 1 inches long and 22 inches in
diameter (including fins); they were mounted
axiali y on top of one another. The lifetime expected
;or SNAP-19 was about 5 year,. SNAP- 2_7 is

13
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inicndcd for u ,,(- dui ing and after nimined landings
(.n the \1( )on 	It \% ► II Ix ►„er ills( rr ► nu• III , and tc•lerlrctr%

tr:ur,ntittcrs during the cold lunar night	 SNAI'-27

also employ,, plutonium-239 fuel, but it gcneraics 0
Mule ^kcighurg only 05 Ixunrd,,, a Significant

improvement o\cr SNAP-19. SNAP-27 has a
c\ lindrical cnvclupe 19 inchc, long and IS inches in
diameter. Its exper:ted Irlctinte IS 5 years

As NASA undertakes the mt ► re difficult nr ► ssion, to the
outer planet, and under the clouds of VL-o11 ,,, R I (is
%ill find more and more nrivion, Mierc ,unli'vht i,

\keak or nonc\i,tcnt and „here they arc cica ► I\ ,upchor
to solar cells.

Nuclear Fission
Power Plants
In Space

Nuclear fission reactor ,,, like ;adlol,owpe fuel
capsules, are extremely compact heat source. When
the nucicu, of uranium-235 is split by a ncuirtm, the
kinetic energies Of the fragments quickly appear as

heat cncrg\ . -rile amount of energy tied rip in one

pound of uranium- 235 is rquivalcnt to that in 1400

tons of coal. The ke y to applying the nuclear fission

reactor to space power is the controlled release of
this immense energy and its partial conver ,,ion into

electricity.

An important charactcri ,,tic of the nuclear reactor is its
requirement for a certain minimum mass of fissionable

fuel before a heat-releasing chain reaction can
commence. A nuclear reactor power plant designed
for space use may weigh 900 pc ► unds and generate
500 watts, but it would riot weigh it great deal Icy, it
it produced only 1 watt. Because of this irreducible
minimum size, reactor space power plants will he
consigned to future missions requiring high power
levels—usually over 10 kilowatts.

Compared with the large extant Supply of uranium- 235,
suitahlc radioisotope fuels for space power plants
are rare. Little wonder that space power engineers
studied nuclear fission plants early. : ne NASA-AEC
SNAP program has investigated a number of reactor
space power plants ranging from 500 watts to 1000
kilowatts. One of these power plants, SNAP-10A,
has already flown in an orbital test; another, SNAP-8,
is still under development.

16 SNAP IOA. The reactor is petc.hed on the top of the cone
that forms the radiator surface. During launch, the whole
power plant was protected by a shroud.

SNAP-10A, like the I TGN, employed thermoelectric
elements to con^, crt nuclear heat into electricit y . The

heart of SNAP-10A was its nuclear reactor, consisting
of urartiunt-Arconium fuel demerits surrounded by
a neutron reflector of hcryllium. When the mo%ahlc
reflector pieces closed in around the reactor fuel
core, a neat-producing chain reaction began. The
heat was removed by . I 	liquid sodiunt-
potassium alloy called NaK. The NaK conveyed the
heat to a conical assembly of tubes that were bonded
to the hot junctions of hundreds of thermoelectric
elements. The outer surface covering the cold
junctions of the thermoelectric elements formed the
power plant radiator. The continually llowing stream
of NaK was propelled by an electromagnetic pump,
which used magnetic forec to acccicratc the metallic
fluid.

14
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17 Schematic of the SNAP - !OA reactor thermoe!ectrir power plant.

SNAP-ILIA was launched on an Atlas-Agcna rocket
from Vandenberg Air Force Rase, California, O,1
April 3, 1905, into an 800-mile polar Orbit. The

power plant generated sonic 500 watts during the test.
which lasted 43 days until telemetry contact was
lost with the satellite. SNAP- 16A weighed about
960 pounds, yielding about half a watt for each pound.
The overall conversion efficiency was less than 2%.
It should he emphasved, thoueh, that SNAP-10A
was a test power plant, not one intended for Operational
use. It was in fact the first nuclear reactor ever
launched into space.

SNAP-8 is a 15-kilowatt nuclear fission power plant
and is in a power range where !luclear fission power
is clearly superior to radioisotopes, chemicals, and
solar cells on a weight basis. SNAP-9 :tas not been
flown; it is still in the development stage.

SNAP- 8 will not employ thermoelectric elements;

rather the decision was made to try tl rank • conversion

of heat into electricity. In d^nantic con%crsior heat
is first converted into the motion of a working fluid,
say, steam; the high velocity steam then hits a
turbine, which is connected to an electrical generator
by a shaft. As the turbine turns, electricity is
g%nes ted. This is the same basic process employed
in most commercial coal- and oil-fired electrical
power plants.

Mercury will replace µater in SNAP-8; mercury
vapor will drive the SNAP- 8 turbine rather than

15



(2) EXPANSION OF HOT WORKING FLUID

Turbine

Generator	 Load

(t) HEAT
ADDITION

Reactor
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Other Heat
Source

Waste Heat
Radiator

(3) WASTE HEAT
REMOVAL

O

(a) AS ICOty PRESSOR

18 A heat engine cycle using a working fluid. In the
Rankine cycle, the fluid boils In the heat source and
condenses In the radiator

steam, Because the mercury fluid and vapor travel in
a continuous circuit from the heat source, to the
turbine,., to the radiator, the word cycle is applied to
these types of dynamic conversion systems, In
particular, mercury and water cycles are termed
Rankine cycles, .after William J. M. Rankine, a
Scottish engineer, The Rankine cycle can be broken
down into four parts, (1) Heat addition at the
source (the itactor in SNAP-8); (2) the expansion
step, where the vapor created by boiling during heat
addition expands through the turbine and *.urns it;
(3) removal of the waste heat at the radiator, which
condenses the vapor to a liquid; and (4) repressur-
ization of the fluid by a pump, The liquid then
returns to the heat source for reheating. Of course,
all four steps are going on all the time but in different
portions of the fluid/ vapor circuit.

With SNAP-8, the problem of waste heat disposal
becomes more critical. The amount of waste heat will
be five to ten times the 35 kilowatts of electricity
generated, Simple RTG-type finned radiators are
Qrossly inadequate, With an operational SNAP-8
power plant, the spacecraft will require wing-like
radiators that make the craft look like some strange
airplane. Large solar-cell power plants present the
same general appearance, but the objective there is to
collect solar radiation rather than to dispose of
waste heat derived from an internal fuel supply.

Some other interesting features of SNAP-8 are its
three liquid metal circuits and single circuit of
organic fluid, The first liquid metal circuit, called the
primary loop, uses liquid NaK to carry heat from the
reactor to a heat exchanger where the heat is
transferred to liquid mercury, occupying the secondary
loop, The liquid mercury boils in the heat exchanger,
creating the hot vapor that drives the turbine.
Instead of going directly to the radiator for condensa-
tion, the mercury vapor is cooled and condensed in

16



19 At fist's concept of the SNAP 8 flight model. It is planned
a development of 30 to Gu . watts of electrical power.

an y >thc ► heat exchanger. The tcrtiary fluid used to

cool the mercury valor is NA again 'I he organic
coolant loop cools %arious portions of the pimcr plant

•.khcre liquid metals "ould he undesirable. I here are

se%era! engineering rca.ons for this complexity; one
I ,, that mercury cannot he sent through the rcactor
directly because its allrnity for neutrons would stop the

lission chain reaction, NaK is used instead; another
reason is that mercury vapor condensation in ;r huge
radiator under iero-g conditions is difficult, instead

Ifni(/ NA com,eys the heat of condensation to the

radiator.

When c(impletely developed. SNAP-8 %%ill prohably
^%ciph about II ► ,t ► t ► t ► pound •. in flight configuration.

13ecause it will eenerate 35	 it %%ill obtain

1	 for each pound a much higher ligure than
those mentioned for ether space pimer plants. Overall
thi • rmal efficiency will he about 8%.
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%kt+rk on 4"++1111%ml. nl. Im ,111 ;1 I (MCr plants 111.11

%kill grn;l:ltr ImmIrcik of kikl%kali ,,, hrrc. the apillica

II++11 \%ollltl hk. on : (k all;t • tl fills-,Ion" t • 11I1 ,s lo\ 1IIg

t • Ir;trl;al	 ,uth as lttn mckct,,

20 Artist's concept of a Moon	 confornung to actual
pur r ' „ projections. In upper It• ► r is a nuclel► r power station.

1llk • 111\for\ Alf	 pacccralt tlt • NIVII Im" hccll t+nt• III

I+++u;r•pm,. hlnp hr;aua: thcrs ha. nr\; r hr;n rnt+,lt;h

1+t+%%cr fill ,111 kl;%Ircd %pa;t';raft it+mi -n l ncnts ,1 ► ltl
In trunlrnt,	 It 1111.l:;kralt ;ngin;cv, had kllt''.k,,tt.

I Ithrr	 II.aAI "aIt -, .11 1fit II	 th-.1 ' N 'll	 Iht'1	 Id

I1 lid, +uhtt-dly tint! III inN I h I n	 It, Jt1 %+lth Ih; c\Ir::

r a 	 r	 [ tic) %%oultl	 thi•, kind III att111;11;r
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